 To develop an integrated and environmentally organic waste

management system that will enhance the quality of soil

 Improvement of the local environment and economy by

enhancing agriculture and recycling

 Preserving valuable resource OUT of the landfill by feeding

the soil with a diversity of nutrients and microorganisms that
will:
 Improve plant growth
 Increases soil stability
 Help retain moisture.

 Create awareness on environmental impact and the benefits

of organic waste recycling

It is important to have the community
be involved. The more resources
partake in the project, the less waste
we put in our garbage dump.
The support it provides will supply
the Greenhouse nutritious compost
to feed the soil beds of the
Community Greenhouse Project in
turn to growing more healthy
nutritious fruit and vegetables.
In the end, it influence the Cree
Nation of Chisasibi to develop a
recycling pilot project and will
incorporate recycling organic waste
in Chisasibi’s waste management in
the near future.

Chisasibi Center for
Sustainability

CBSC has provided assistance and services to various local businesses
and CBSC was determine to help find solutions necessary to achieve the
needs to complete the Chisasibi Community Greenhouse Project.
In March 2018, CBSC presented and received support for Nihtaauchin –
Chisasibi Center for Sustainability project to Cree Nation of Chisasibi
Chief and Council.
Nihtaauchin is currently a young organization but the organizational
mindset is to reshape how we learn, work, and live together to catalyze
changemaking for the good of the community.
Nihtaauchin is committed to help improve life in the community by
developing programs and strategies to help address community needs
and issues by partnering with organizations, and other influencers to colead this movement with us.

The vision of the Nihtaauchin Chisasibi
Center for Sustainability is to be an
Indigenous leader in social innovation
and sustainability by generating
creative social spaces for knowledge
co-creation, experimentation, and
application in northern Indigenous
contexts.

Nihtaauchin Chisasibi Center for
Sustainability is a non-for-profit
organization dedicated to
strengthening autonomy and building
framework that will guide research,
education, and action to build the
foundations for the sustainable
management in production system and
sustainable design for food, water, and
green energy while combining
innovation with Eeyou knowledge and
expertise in ways that respect and
benefit the Cree Nation of Chisasibi.

Our goal seeks transformational
change that ensures wellbeing for
future generations in an relational
perspective including, but not
limited to, food systems and
agroecology, green energy and
sustainable design, Indigenous
environmental management and
community resilience, and
Indigenous knowledge systems and
strategic planning.

 Develop, support, and implement

social innovation and social economy
actions that ensure local revitalization
and growth

 Maximizing biodiversity, information,

sustainability and improving the
quality of life for the Cree Nation of
Chisasibi.

 Enhancing values, knowledge, skills,

and support to strengthen new
generations of leaders through
research and training

 Lead, advocate, and engage in

partnerships that promote social
justice and sustainability

 Chisasibi Community Greenhouse Project
 In partnership with CBSC, Nihtaauchin is helping to find funding for feasibility

study.

 Fort George Potato Farm Project
 In partnership with CBSC, helping to find funding to prepare the field and

training programs.

 Greenhouse Training Program
 In partnership with CBSC and in collaboration with JBES Greenhouse Program,

helping in establishing agricultural training in the community.

 Community Composting Project
 Helping to provide and research on community composting.
 Elders Camp Greenhouse Project
 In support from the Chisasibi Council of Elders and Chisasibi Brighter Futures,

helping to establish a greenhouse operations and research on traditional
agriculture.

Eligibility for public and private grants:
 Additional source of funding through government grants

provincial and regional.

Mission driven organization:
 Highly motivated individuals who wants to make the

world a better place, and the best way to build a team to
expand individual efforts and make a bigger impact.

Board Members:
 Typically, non profits do not pay their board members,

and they bring a variety of valuable skills, and expertise
to make a bigger impact in the community.

Tax exemption/deduction:
 Non profit organization also can offer tax deductions to

individuals or businesses that give charitable
contributions.

The best solutions to great challenges are strengthened
through collaborative teamwork. We are always looking for new
partners to engage with us to further develop our vision.
 Volunteer and support
 Give charitable donations
 Participate to achieve our goals
 Become a corporate partner
 Visit our Facebook page and website to stay up-to-date

Chisasibi Community
Greenhouse Project
A project that aims to design, create and build a northern viable greenhouse in
Chisasibi to increase food security within the Cree Nation.
Prepared by Gabriel Snowboy
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Introduction

The Chisasibi Community Greenhouse Project is a social economy
project which presents a unique opportunity to generate local
knowledge on greenhouse vegetable production and promote
healthy eating in the community, and aims to create full-time
permanent employment, and increase expertise in northern food
systems and in doing so, increase food security and food sovereignty in
the Cree Nation of Chisasibi and Eeyou Istchee.
Under the leadership of the Chisasibi Business Service Center (CBSC),
and the support of the Cree Nation of Chisasibi, CBSC has developed
and supported various food security and greenhouse initiatives since
2014.
CBSC aims to use both proven technology and emerging renewable
energy technology suited for northern environments that could
potentially provide the first-ever ecological design and high-tech
greenhouse installation in northern climates by an Indigenous
community.

Project Objectives

 The overall objective is to provide a single or a range of options for a
greenhouse production system in a manner that is technically
feasible, financially responsible, environmentally sustainable, and
based on a workable and cost-effective management.
 In addition to a typical greenhouse production system, we seek
options for experimental plots, an integrated training and
educational space, and an integrated social economy enterprise
space (concession area).
 A major aspect of the greenhouse will be the green design and
energy options that will have long-term cost benefits and meet the
government guidelines for the protection of the environment and
the conservation of biodiversity; not to mention unique innovative
approaches in northern climates.

Project Scope

Overall the feasibility study under the present submission will provide all
the technical, training and operating aspects of the Chisasibi
greenhouse project that will enable CBSC to seek the investment
necessary to proceed with the construction as early as 2019-2020.
 Requirements Analysis
 a review of existing project materials, reports, data, roles, and
responsibilities.

 Technical Analysis
 estimation of light, heat and water requirements, operation costs, and
etc.

 Conceptual Design
 Site plan and layout, greenhouse cost, energy costs, control systems, etc.

 Cost Estimate and Economic Analysis
 anticipated capital, projected yield, operating costs, etc.

Greenhouse Concept Designs

One of the proposed
greenhouse layout is 30 feet
by 150 feet (418 m2) to be
designed by company that is
a leader in energy-efficient
greenhouse design and
manufacturing, that
combines with passive solarFi
design principles with
innovative heat-storage
techniques to create the
most energy efficient, flexible
and durable greenhouses for
any climate in the world.

 Options for their design includes a phase
change material that is completely passive
energy storage solution that can store heat
on the inside of the north wall.
 Renewable climate control system which can
further reduce energy costs by 30-60% and
allows the greenhouse to take advantage of
passive solar energy collected that allows a
greenhouse to be ‘self-heating’.
 Tri-helix solar wind turbine modules that can
be mounted on the structure to the North of
the roof that can generate energy by the
photovoltaics and by wind turbines.

The second proposed greenhouse design is 35 feet by
width and 301 feet long (978.73 m2) to be designed by
engineering company that utilizes state-of-the-art
technologies.
This type of design enables efficient cultivation in response
to regional climate and energy situations.

 Options for this design include a Smart
agriculture system and Japanese
cultivation know-how that results in a
year-round cultivation of various crops.
 Advanced cultivation control system and
adjusts the light, CO2, temperature, and
nutrients to make it possible to have
stable cultivation anytime, anywhere for
a variety of crops.
 Energy utilization technology takes a gas
engine and distributes the waste heat to
heat the greenhouse, the exhaust gas to
provide CO2 to the greenhouse, and
electricity in the greenhouse.

All concept designs provide an office area,
packaging area, concession area, and
educational area to provide training and
awareness.

Proposed Location

 To determine the best location for the
greenhouse, we will need the final
greenhouse size and the layout design of
the greenhouse. By doing so, we will
determine where and how they will be
situated and constructed based on
where the most solar radiation will be
based on the design of the greenhouse.
 The goal is always to educate the youth
about healthy food eating habits and
vegetable production. This location
would be ideal since it would be just at
walking distance from the
Waapinichikush Elementary School.

Projected
Expansion
1st year;
 the greenhouse would be
constructed and fully
operational

Projected
Expansion
1st year;
 the greenhouse would be
constructed and fully
operational
3-5 years;
 Expansion to outdoor
cultivation

Projected
Expansion
1st year;
 the greenhouse would be
constructed and fully
operational
3-5 years;
 Expansion to outdoor
cultivation
5-10 years;
 Expansion to multiple
greenhouses

Projected
Expansion
1st year;
 the greenhouse would be
constructed and fully
operational
3-5 years;
 Expansion to outdoor
cultivation
5-10 years;
 Expansion to multiple
greenhouses
10-20 years;
 Continuing expansion to
multiple greenhouses and
outdoor fields

Community
Interactions
Projects like the greenhouse
training program was designed
to explore sustainable growing
techniques for the landscape,
garden, and greenhouse. The
students were able to get
hands on training to study,
research new techniques for
producing flowers, fruits, herbs,
and trees.

We worked and brought early childhood
education activities to take place
throughout the year at the local daycare
centers where CBSC partner itself with nonprofit organization which works towards
promoting healthy eating habits and also
supported the implementation of a project
which brought children to discover the
pleasure of healthy eating while building a
closer relationship with food and its origin.
They discovered the principles of plant
health care, enabling them to maintain
plants in a way that respects the biodiversity
of the natural world while also teaching
these fundamentals to younger generations.

Conclusion

Chisasibi Business Service Center (CBSC) mandated is to
galvanize community economic development by
creating a greenhouse enterprise staffed by skilled
workers with a commercial, social and community
health mandate that aims to create a greenhouse
production system under which fresh food will be
available and accessible to Chisasibi residents on an 8
to 10-month period while tending to certain plots inside
the greenhouse for educational purpose and enabling
individuals and groups from the community to pursue
gardening as a leisure and educational activity.
Since growing vegetables under controlled environment
is still fairly a new business in Northern Canada, CBSC is
dedicated in researching in all aspects to design, create
and build a northern viable greenhouse in Chisasibi that
will address the need for new employment opportunities
and to increase food security in Chisasibi.
The project has potential to gather significant
information on green energy and energy efficient
technology that could make Chisasibi a potential
leader and site application for technology in northern
climate.

Thank you - Wachiya

Comments? Questions?
Please contact Gabriel Snowboy
at Chisasibi Business Service
Center
by telephone 819-855-3380 or by
email gsnowboy@cbscinc.ca

The Fort George Potato
Farm Project
Prepared by Gabriel Snowboy

Photo credit:
Dr. Charles Dumont - Film_35mm_115_0022B
Chisasibi Cultural and Heritage Center – Cree Nation of Chisasibi
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A brief history of the
Fort George Island
The island served as a settlement
for Crees during summer times
before the establishment of the
Hudson's Bay company trading
post in 1803.
The island would later be known
as Fort George.

Photo credit:
archives deschatelets - des635
Chisasibi Cultural and Heritage Center – Cree Nation of Chisasibi

In 1852, an Anglican mission
was established, followed by an
Anglican school in 1907 and a
Catholic mission in 1927.
The population of the
community was at an
estimated 750 in 1940.

Photo credit:
archives deschatelets - des789
Chisasibi Cultural and Heritage Center – Cree Nation of Chisasibi

The farm in
Fort George

4 locations

Fort George had three acres for
potatoes and one acre for the
rest of the fields. There was also
a greenhouse.
The principal vegetable crop was the
potato because the potato crops far
surpasses all the other vegetables crops
such as turnips, carrots, cabbages and
cauliflower in surface area and in harvest size.
Photo credit:
archives deschatelets - des789
Chisasibi Cultural and Heritage Center – Cree Nation of Chisasibi

The farm in Fort George, shows
that there were many other
vegetables grown and many
small fruits were harvested as
well.
Cabbage and cauliflower heads
were grown in greenhouses at
first but would be then
transplanted outside.
Only fragile produce like
tomatoes, lettuce, cucumbers
and radishes were grown in
greenhouses.

Photo credit:
Archives Dechatelets - des571
Chisasibi Cultural and Heritage Center – Cree Nation of Chisasibi

Vegetables that were
harvested
• As early as Summer 1923, the first were
potatoes, cabbages, turnips and carrots,
• Followed by rhubarb and celery in 1924,
• Lettuce, radishes and tomatoes from 1925
and onward,
• Cauliflowers in 1929,
• Strawberries and swedes in 1930,
• Cress, gooseberries and beets from 1935
and onward,
• Cucumbers in 1954 and spinach in 1960.

Photo credit:
Dr. Charles Dumont - Film_35mm_115_0028B
Chisasibi Cultural and Heritage Center – Cree Nation of Chisasibi

They were able to
harvest as much as 525
bags of potatoes along
with 25 bags of potatoes
seeds per year.

Photo credit:
Archives Dechatelets - des861
Chisasibi Cultural and Heritage Center – Cree Nation of Chisasibi

Other harvests
In Fort-George, there used to
be pieces of land sowed with
grain for many years during
when they kept livestock.
Hay was harvested from 1923
to 1963.
There was also prairie cord
grass, tame hay, oats, timothy
grass and barley.

Photo credit:
Margaret Seaby Boomer - seaby131
Chisasibi Cultural and Heritage Center – Cree Nation of Chisasibi

There was also dairy
farming as well as pig and
rabbit farming but were
abandoned between 1963
and 1965.
These crops were enough
to feed the livestock in the
stable, the pigsty, the
rabbitry and the poultry
house.
For several decades,
Fort-George was the only
location in that region
where one could eat fresh
butchered meat.

Photo credit:
Ruth Cox Collection - RCC-079
Chisasibi Cultural and Heritage Center – Cree Nation of Chisasibi

CISA Research
Project
In 2017, CBSC partnered with CISA
(Centre d’innovation sociale en
agriculture) to conduct a research
project on people that worked and
had knowledge of the farm in Fort
George.
CISA and CBSC also invited elders
and youth to participatory research
using photovoice to discuss and
document on food consumption in
Chisasibi.

Photo credit:
Gabriel Snowboy - IMG_0905

Fort George Potato Pilot Project

CBSC and CISA conducted research on farm site and took soil
samples to determine which area is most suitable for potato crop
production in Fort George and implement the project to bring
back potato production in the island.

Students from Greenhouse
Training Program were able to
participate and prepare two
sites to plant potato and green
onions.
The group ploughed two
experimental sites using a
rototiller.
Water was collected in nearby
stream and were sent for
testing to see if it would safe to
use on the crops.

Present-day
The experimental plots has two main
crop, potatoes and green onions.
The experiment plots are approximately
26m2 and 13m2 in size.
The goal of the pilot is to determine a baseline
yield with minimum crop management.

Photo credit:
Jimmy Sam - DJI_0040

Project Extension
The second phase involves the extension
of the original experimental plot.
Phase Objectives;
• Leave the trees surround the field to
act as insulation from cold winds.
• Build irrigation system
The size of the field will be approximately 594 m2
and could yield 2,500 lbs. of potatoes.

Complete Expansion
The final phase of the expansion will be
approximately 15,200 m2 in size and has
the potential to yield 63,000 lbs. of
potatoes per year.
Phase Objectives;
• Building a storage shed to store tools and
equipment.
• Build roadway to access the field by vehicle.

Next Steps

Identifying and training
members of the community

Identify project leaders
Training in Fort George

Creating infrastructures

Consultation with experts
in ground preparation

Agricultural activities

Continuation of the project

Creation of the products

Planting and harvesting
Preparation of future fields

Training project leaders
Transfer of knowledge

Marketing to Chisasibi and
to other communities

Thank you
Wachiya

For more information, please contact
Gabriel Snowboy at CBSC (819) 855-3380
or by email at gsnowboy@cbscinc.ca

Elders Camp
Greenhouse Project
A pilot project will profit the Cree elders
especially the younger generations
when all the acquired knowledge is
passed on, by designing northern
greenhouse using already existing
resources and traditional native
dwelling building techniques and local
material that is available in Eeyou
Itschee.

The training will be design for Northern agriculture based on already existing
resources to build a greenhouse using traditional native dwelling techniques and
building materials to simulate possible available materials that would be available
in any hunting camps.

• Design a training program that will
teach them how to plant seeds,
transplant, fertilize, harvest, compost
and, winter preparation while
applying Cree Eeyou knowledge and
techniques.
• The idea of the project is to give
sufficient knowledge to live and
survive in the bush, so that they can
use their learned skills properly.

Design a training program that will teach them how to plant seeds,
transplant, fertilize, harvest, compost and, winter preparation while
applying Cree Eeyou knowledge and techniques.
The idea of the project is to give sufficient knowledge to live and
survive in the bush, so that they can use their learned skills properly.

For more
information
 Please contact Gabriel Snowboy at
Chisasibi Business Service Center
 by telephone: (819) 855-3380
 by email: gsnowboy@cbscinc.ca
 Follow us on Facebook
Thank you, Wachiya

